Generally, the weight of the non-driving type marking machines is about100-1000kg, such
as truck-mounted road marking machine, small pre-heater and convex road-marking machine. The
loading or unloading of these machines is comparatively frequent especially during the changing
of the construction field, so it usually needs many workers to do the job. The customers often
run into troubles that they can not load or unload the road marking machines successfully because
of lacking of workers. At the same time, manual work easily results in equipment damage or
personal safety problem. The DAYU brand LU-I and LU-II loading and unloading machines that are
scientifically designed completely solve this problem. It only needs one or two workers to finish the
loading and unloading work of the equipment when these machines.
The series of loading and unloading machines are fixed on one front side of the vehicle with
bolts. The loading and unloading equipment are able to freely turn to proper position after lifting
the equipment.
The series of these machines have gained the “ CE” , “ GS” , “ EMC” certification in
Europe, and “UL”, “CUL”certification in the United States and Canada. They are easy to be
installed and have advantages of perfect performance, safety, stability and little room, etc.

DY-LU-II Loader And Unloader
◆1. Rated lifting weight: 650kg.
◆2. Rated voltage: 12V (24V).
◆3. Cable length: 7.6m.
◆4. Installing mode: Fastened on the front side of the truck with bolts.
◆5. Operating mode: To turn the beam outward and then operating the controller (up or down).
◆6. Net weight: 55kg.

◆1.额
定吊起重量：650kg。
◆2.额
定电压：12V（2
4V）。
◆3.绳
长：7.
6m
◆4.安
装方式：用螺钉紧固在卡车前端一侧。
◆5.操
作方式：向外旋转立架横梁后操作控制器（向上或向下）即可。
◆6.净
重：55kg。

◆1. Rated lifting weight: 1100kg
◆2. Cable length: 7.6m
◆3. Gear: 10:5:1
◆4. Installing mode: fastened on the front side of the truck with bolts.
◆5. Operating mode: To turn the beam outward and fasten it, then turn the crank manually.
◆6. Net weight: 35kg.
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If you are interested in this product, please visit our website: www.dyroad.cn or email to us: machine@dayucn.biz

